Anywhere Games
Games you can play here or there, games you can play ANYWHERE! You can play
these games with as few as two people and as many as you’d like. No props needed!

Categories: One person picks a category (ex: Animals, TV Shows, Colors) and everyone takes turns naming
something in that category until someone is stumped. *level 2: try going through the alphabet as you are
naming things (ex. Alligator, Bat, Cheetah, Dinosaur etc.)
Celebrity: One person plays the character of a famous person (fictional or real) and answers questions as if
they were that person. Everyone else tries to guess who that person is!
The Compliment Game: Go through the alphabet and use each letter to say a compliment about whoever else
is in the room. For example, “A is for how amazing Jose is” “B is for how brave Laura is”.
Geography: Player 1 chooses the name of a place (city, state, country). Player 2 has to name a place that
begins with the last letter of the place previously mentioned. (ex. Player 1 says Spain, player 2 has to name a
place that starts with the letter N, such as New York. The next player must name a place that starts with the
letter K. Continue as long as you can.
Going on a Picnic: This is a story memory game where someone says “I’m going on a picnic and I’m going to
bring….” and then lists an item. The next person begins “I’m going on a picnic and I’m going to bring….” and
must list the first person’s item before adding their own item. The list grows and grows and the game ends
when someone is unable to correctly list all of the items (if you have enough people, you can play with
elimination rounds).
Guess the Song: Turn on the radio or put your music on shuffle. Whoever can guess the name of the song first,
wins.
I Love My Love: starting with the letter A, move through the alphabet with your players and tell them why you
love your (fictional) love. Here are the categories to include: quality, two foods, where they live, their name
(ex. I love my love with an A because she is adventurous, I feed my love apples and artichokes, she lives in
Arizona and her name is Alicia)
I Spy: One person says “I spy with my little eye…. something” and then vaguely describes something they see,
like “I spy something red”. The other players take turns asking yes or no questions until they can guess what
the item is.

The Movie Game: One person says the name of an actor or actress and the next person must name a movie
that actor or actress has been in. The next player must name another actor or actress who starred in that
same movie. The next player must say another movie that the actor or actress was in, and so on.
Name That Song: One person says a popular song lyric in their normal speaking voice (you cannot sing the
lyric), everyone else must guess the song. It’s surprisingly difficult to guess something recognizable without
the accompanying music!
Rhyme: One person picks a word and everyone has to go around and say a word that rhymes with it. The first
person to be stumped or to repeat a word is out.
Sorry I’m Late: This game starts off with one person saying “Sorry I’m late” and then giving a reason they were
late based on the plot of a popular movie. The rest of the players have to guess which movie they were
referencing. (ex. “Sorry I’m late. I was helping a dad find his son, but I kept forgetting where I saw him” Finding Nemo)
Spelling Bee: Have someone look up hard to spell words on their phone and quiz you. For an extra challenge,
try spelling words backwards!
Story: One person says a word that begins a story. Take turns adding one word onto the story and see where it
ends up!
20 Questions: One player thinks of an object, then other player(s) ask questions that can only be answered
with yes or no. You get 20 questions to guess the object.

